










Wouldn’t it be great to have all your clothes stored 
together in one place where you could see what you 
have at a glance? elfa®’s flexible and expandable stor-
age system makes it easy to create the perfect ward-
robe. Combine shelves, drawers and closet rods to 
make a practical unit where everything you want has 
its own proper place. 

Customised
system products. 

White system products. 

No more disarray. Solve the problem of storing all 
those toys and children’s clothes. elfa® storage solu-
tions enable you to build a system that can be moved
and adjusted to allow for different heights and widths. 
Everything can then be concealed behind attractive
sliding doors.Your children’s rooms have never been 
so easy to keep tidy! 



Platinum system products. 



Everything starts with the easy-to-install top track.

... automatically creates straight angles.
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elfa®’s unique track. User-friendliness is a key word for Elfa’s
storage solutions. All you need to screw into the wall is the track.
Hang standards are then fitted into the track and  brackets with 
shelves are hooked into the standards. Slide-out drawers and 
trouser hangers can be mounted into the brackets that are hooked
into the hang standards. Also available are elfa® drawers. All that's
left if to snap in a rod holder in the brackets and fit the closet rod. 
The result is a highly durable and stable system that is also easy to 
adjust and extend. Once you install your track and make sure its 
perfectly level, everything else will automatically be straight. No 
fuss, no damage to the walls, and no time lost unnecessarily.



A storage solution that

Track

This is the only thing you need to 
screw into the wall.

Hang standard

Hangs in the track.

Bracket for elfa® ventilated shelf 

Mounted in the hang standard. 

elfa® ventilated shelf 

Snaps into the brackets.

Pull-out drawer

Pull-out function for mesh 
or elfa® drawers.

Mesh drawer

Metal mesh pull-out drawer.

Trouser hanger

Pull-out hanger that is 
mounted on the brackets.

Shelf basket

Mounted on brackets in the 
hang standard. 

Platinum system products. 

Simple assembly is not the only advantage that elfa® practical storage solutions. As your children grow, you 
storage offers.The system is also easy to adjust and can improve their storage space using some of our many
rearrange later on. We are constantly developing new, accessories, such as shoe racks, tie/belt racks, special 



grows with your needs.

elfa® drawer

Wire pull-out drawer.

Closet rod holder 

Mounted in the brackets to 
keep the closet rod in place. 

Closet rod

Available in different lengths 
and mounted using rod holders.

Side panel 

The sides of the drawer system 
are available in different heights 
and depths. 

Connector bar 

A connector bar is used to hold 
the drawer system together as 
a tower. Also used when 
extending.

Shoe rack

Mounted in the hang standard. 

Bottle/shoe shelf 

Wire, pull-out storage. 

hooks, accessory baskets, casters and much more. As cal and has space for everything you want. And you can 
time goes on, you’ll discover you have created your own always extend, change and adjust your storage system to 
complete storage solution, which is personal and practi- accommodate new needs. 



A drawer system you 
can add to.

Perhaps you start out with a simple 

drawer system when you first move to 

a place of your own. Space is probably 

limited and you have only a few items 

to store. Wire drawers are a practical 

and tidy way of organising clothes and

accessories.

The drawer system is easy to take

with you if you move to somewhere 

with more space — you can simply 

extend your storage upwards and side-

ways.

Mount a track with brackets and 

hooks in shelves. Set up a closet rod, so 

you can hang up shirts, blouses and 

dresses.Using our connector 

bars, you can extend 

your drawer system 

quite simply.

There is no limit to the ways you can 

extend your drawer system. Please 

take a look at our price list too – there 

you’ll find all twelve of our towers.

This tower accommodates up to Here the tower has been Here the tower has been 

4 drawers. extended upwards to accom- extended upwards to accom-

modate up to 7 drawers. modate up to 18 drawers.



White system products. 



Drawer systems for every
space and purpose.

Drawers – stable, stylish and smart. Our drawer system and platinum. Drawers are now also available in a 
serves a major purpose in the home and fits in perfectly platinum mesh design that allows you to store smaller 
wherever you need good storage. The drawer storage is items in the drawers.The drawer has an elegant design 
available in many different sizes, and in two colors white and a practical handle. 

“Sorry
, platin
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